SYMBIOTIC

By Meg Turner
SYMBIOTIC is a collection that embraces contrast and melds together two unexpected elements into a rich, dramatic array of patterns. This collection captures an interesting juxtaposition of organic and geometric elements through the smooth, scrawling script of written text, and the sharp contrast of light hitting the meticulously faceted edges of gemstones. The weaving and blending of these two very different elements creates a bold interaction and lavish, layered palette of texture, contrast, and color.

— Meg Turner

SYMBIOTIC

Symbiotic is featured in Durkan’s innovative Definity technology which redefines luxury performance with patterning and textures never before seen in the industry. Enhanced surface detailing provides more than twice the definition of any other high-end hospitality carpet. Durkan’s exclusive technology creates precision sculpted dimension for incredible visual and tactile experiences.

Symbiotic is also available as PDI, CYP, Broadloom and Carpet Tile.
Symbiotic Inspiration

Top to bottom:
- QTW67522-MW460 12' (w) X 6' (l) Broadloom
- QTW62887-MW460 6' (w) X 12' (l) Broadloom
- QTW62885-MW460 12' (w) X 28' (l) Broadloom
QTW62887-MW460
6' (w) X 12' (l)
Broadloom
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QTW67510-MW460
6' (w) × 6' (l)
Broadloom
QTW67514-MW460
12’ (w) X 12’ (l)
Broadloom
QTW62885-MW460*
12' (w) x 28' (l)
Broadloom
*Has less than 25% loop
QTW62886-MW460
4' (w) X 4' (l)
Broadloom
QTW67511-MW460
2' (w) X 2' (l)
Broadloom
Carved Figure
12" (w) X 36" (l)
Carpet Plank
Endemic
18” (w) X 18” (l)
Broadloom
Gently Etched
24” (w) X 24” (l)
Carpet Tile
Isosceles

36” (w) X 42” (l)

Broadloom
SYMBIOTIC by Meg Turner features styles offered in Durkan’s innovative Definity technology as well as PDI, CYP, Broadloom and Carpet Tile.

Please contact your rep or visit www.durkan.com for more information.